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Abstract: 

This paper illustrates the process of obtaining different sets of non-zero distinct integer 

solutions to the non-homogeneous ternary quadratic Diophantine equation given by

10222  zyx  
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Introduction:  

It is known that Diophantine equations with multi-degree and multiple variables are rich 

invariety [1,2].While searching for the collection of second-degree equations with three 

unknowns, the authors came across the papers [3,4,5,6,7] in which the authors obtained 

integer solutions to the ternary quadratic equation .8,4,1,222  NNzyx  

The above papers motivated us for obtaining non-zero distinct integer solutions to the 

above equation for other values to N. This communication illustrates the process of 

obtaining different sets of non-zero distinct integer solutions to the non-homogeneous 

ternary quadratic Diophantine equation given by 10222  zyx  
 

Method of analysis: 

The non-homogeneous ternary quadratic Diophantine equation under consideration is 

)1(...10222  zyx  

The process of obtaining different sets of integer solutions to (1) is illustrated below: 

 

Illustration 1: 

The choice  

)2(...0,  kkxz in (1) leads to the 

parabola 

)3(...10222  kxky  
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     It is possible to choose xk, so that the R.H.S. of (3) is a perfect square and the value 

of y is obtained. Substituting the values of xk,  in (2),the corresponding value of z

satisfying (1) is obtained. For simplicity and brevity, a few examples are given in  

 

Table 1: Example 

 

 

 

Illustration 2: 

 

The Substitution of the linear transformation 

)4(...)0(,  kkyx  

in (1) leads to the pell equation 

)5(...10)2(2 222  kykzy  

which is solvable only for special values ,k . For example, considering the value 

k to be 2 in (5), one obtains the positive pell equation 

)6(...22,162 22  yYzY  

whose smallest positive integer solution is ,80 z 120 Y  

To obtain the other solution of (6) considerthe pell equation 

)7(...12 22  zY  

whose smallest positive integer solution is )3,2()
~

,~( 00 Yz  

If )
~

,~( nn Yx represents the general solution of (7), then it is given by 

,
22

1~
nn gz  nn fY

2

1~
  

where 

11 )223()223(   nn

nf  

11 )223()223(   nn

ng  

Applying the Brahmagupta lemma between ),( 00 Yz and )
~

,~( nn Yz , we have 

,2341 nnn gfz   

nnn gfY 2461   

k  x  y  z  

1 162 2  nn  32 n  nn 62 2   

3  610112
6

1 234  nnnn  52  nn   2410112
6

1 234  nnnn  

5 11010 2  nn  510 n  41010 2  nn  
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2

2
12231

Y
ygfy nnn 

 

In view of (4)
 

12231  nnn gfx  

The above values of 111 ,,  nnn zyx represents the general solution to (1). 

The recurrence relations satisfied by 111 ,,  nnn yxz are given by 

)8(...,...2,1,0,1,06 321   nzzz nnn

)9(...,...2,1,0,1,46 321   nxxx nnn

)10(...,...2,1,0,1,46 321   nyyy nnn

Some numerical examples satisfying (1) for 2k are given in Table 2 below: 

 

Table 2: Numerical examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Observations: 

1. All the values of 1nz are even, where as the values of 11 ,  nn yx  are odd. 

2. )8(mod01 nz  

3. )7(mod0, 2333  nn xx  

4. A few  interesting relations among the solutions: 

 0443 112   nnn xzz  

 0242417 113   nnn xzz  

5. Expressions representing Nasty Numbers: 

  4810218
4

1
2232   nn zz  

  961986
8

1
2242   nn zz  

6. Expressions representing Cubical Integers: 

  123343 519173
4

1
  nnnn zzzz  

  133353 99333
8

1
  nnnn zzzz  

n  1nz  1ny  1nz  

-1 8 5 7 

0 48 33 35 

1 280 197 199 

2 1632 1153 1155 

3 9512 6725 6727 

4 55440 39201 39203 

5 323128 228485 228487 
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7. Expressions representing Bi-Quadratic Integers: 

  246812173
4

1
22324454   nnnn zzzz  

  48132433
8

1
22424464   nnnn zzzz  

8. Expressions representing Quintic Integers: 

  1233435565 170308515173
4

1
  nnnnnn zzzzzz  

  1333535575 33010165533
8

1
  nnnnnn zzzzzz  

9. Employing linear combinations among the solutions, one obtains integer 

solutions to different choices of Hyperbolas: 

Choice: 1 

Let   2112 6,173 nnnnnn zzXzzY  

648
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

Choice: 2 

Let   3113 35,33 nnnnnn zzXzzY  

230489
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

10. Employing linear combinations among the solutions, one obtains integer 

solutions to different choices of Parabolas: 

Choice: 1 

 Let   212232 6,173 nnnnnn zzXzzY  

82
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

Choice: 2 

                    Let   312242 35,33 nnnnnn zzXzzY  

1449
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

Illustration 3: 

 

The Substitution of the linear transformation 

)11(...)1(, kxkz   

in (1) leads to the positive pell equation 

)12(...10)1( 222  xky  

which is solvable only for special values k .  For example,considering the value  

k to be 4in (12), one obtains the positive pell equation 

)13(...1015 22  xy  
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whose smallest positive integer solution is 5,1 00  yx  

To obtain the other solutions to (13) consider the pell equation  

)14(...115 22  xy  

whose smallest positive integer solution is    4,1~,~
00 yx

 

If  nn yx ~,~  represents the general solution of (14), then it is given by 

,
152

1~
nn gx 

nn fy
2

1~   

where 

    11

154154



nn

nf  

    11

154154



nn

ng  

Applying the Brahmagupta lemma between  00 , yx  and  nn yx ~,~ , we have  

,
6

15

2

1
1 nnn gfx 

 

nnn gfy
2

15

2

5
1 

 

In view of (11), 

)153(
3

2
1 nnn gfz 

 
The above values of 111 ,,  nnn zyx represents the general solution to (1). 

The recurrence relations satisfied by 111 ,,  nnn zyx are given by 

)15(...,...2,1,0,1,08 321   nxxx nnn  

)16(...,...2,1,0,1,08 321   nyyy nnn  

)17(...,...2,1,0,1,08 321   nzzz nnn  

Some numerical examples satisfying(1) for 4k are given in the Table 3below: 

 

Table 3: Numerical examples 

 

n  1nx  1ny  1nz  

-1 1 5 4 

0 9 35 36 

1 71 275 284 

2 559 2165 2236 

3 4401 17045 17604 

4 34649 134195 138596 

5 272791 1056515 1091164 
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Observations: 

1. All the values of 11 ,  nn yx are odd, where as the values of 1nz  are even. 

2. )5(mod01 ny  

3. )10(mod021   nn xx  

4. A few interesting relationsamong the solutions: 

 04 121   nnn xxy  

 0318 131   nnn xxy  

5. Expressions representing Nasty Numbers: 

  12426 2232   nn xx  

  963306
8

1
2242   nn xx  

6. Expressions representing Cubical Integers: 

  123343 2137   nnnn xxxx  

  133353 165355
8

1
  nnnn xxxx  

7. Expressions representing Bi-Quadratic Integers: 

  62847 22324454   nnnn xxxx  

  48220455
8

1
22424464   nnnn xxxx .  

8. Expressions representing Quintic Integers: 

  1233435565 70103557   nnnnnn xxxxxx  

  1333535575 55010275555
8

1
  nnnnnn xxxxxx  

9. Employing linear combinations among the solutions, one obtains integer 

solutions to different choices of Hyperbolas: 

Choice 1: 

Let   2112 9,7 nnnnnn xxXxxY  

2035
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

Choice 2: 

                      Let   3113 3213,55 nnnnnn xxXxxY  

384015
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

10. Employing linear combinations among the solutions, one obtains integer 

solutions to different choices of parabolas: 

Choice 1: 

Let   212232 9,7 nnnnnn xxXxxY  

1035
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 
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Choice 2: 

Let   312242 3213,55 nnnnnn xxXxxY  

1920120
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

Illustration 4: 

 

The substitution of the linear transformations 

)18(...,)1(  kxkz   

in (1) leads to the positive pell equation 

)19(...10)12( 22  ky  

for which the integer solutions exist when k takes particular values.  

For example,considering the value of k to be 19 in (19),it gives the positive  

pell equation 

)20(...1039 22  y  

whose smallest positive integer solution is ,10  70y  

To obtain the other solutions (20) consider the pell equation  

)21(...139 22  y  

whose smallest positive integer solution is    25,4~,~
00 y  

If  nn y~,~  represents the general solution of (21),then it is given by 

nn g
392

1~  ,
nn fy

2

1~   

where 

    11

3942539425



nn

nf  

    11

3942539425



nn

ng  

Applying the Brahmagupta lemma between  00 , y  and  nn y~,~ ,we have  

,
392

7

2

1
1 nnn gf 

 

nnn gfy
2

39

2

7
1 

 

In view of (18), 

,
39

3970
101 nnn gfz 

 

nnn gfx
392

133

2

19
1 

 

The above values of 111 ,,  nnn zyx represents the general solutions to (1).

 
The recurrence relations satisfied by 1,11 ,  nnn xzy are given by 
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)22(...,...2,1,0,1,050 321   nyyy nnn  

)23(...,...2,1,0,1,050 321   nzzz nnn  

)24(...,...2,1,0,1,050 321   nxxx nnn  

Some numerical examples satisfying(1) for 19k are given in Table 4below: 

 

Table 4: Numerical examples 

 

 

 

Observations: 

1.  All the values 11 ,  nn yx are odd, where as the values of 1nz  are even. 

2. )19(mod01 nx  

3. )20(mod01 nz   

4. A few interesting relations among the solutions: 

 0254 121   nnny   

 01249200 131   nnny   

5. Expressions representing Nasty Numbers: 

  240198642
20

1
2232   nn   

  120009925842
1000

1
2242   nn   

6. Expressions representing Cubical Integers: 

  123343 993213317
20

1
  nnnn   

 ]4962921165437[
1000

1
133353   nnnn   

7. Expressions representing Bi-Quadratic Integers: 

  1201324283317
20

1
22324454   nnnn   

  60006617228165437
1000

1
22424464   nnnn   

n  
1ny  1nx  1nz  1n  

-1 7 19 20 1 

0 331 1007 1060 53 

1 16543 50331 52980 2649 

2 826819 2515543 2647940 132397 

3 41324407 125726819 132344020 6617201 

4 2065393531 6283825407 6614553060 330727653 

5 103228352143 314065543531 330595308980 16529765449 
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8. Expressions representing Quintic Integers: 

  1233435565 3310701655353317
20

1
  nnnnnn   

  1333535575 165430708271535165437
1000

1
  nnnnnn   

 

9. Employing linear combinations among the solutions, one obtains integer 

solutions to different choices of Hyperbolas: 

Choice 1: 

Let   2112 53,3317 nnnnnn XY   

160039
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

Choice 2: 

Let   3113 2649,165437 nnnnnn XY   

400000039
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

10. Employing linear combinations among the solutions, one obtains integer 

solutions to different choices of Parabolas: 

Choice 1: 

 Let   212232 53,3317 nnnnnn XY   

8003920
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

Choice 2: 

Let   312242 2649,165437 nnnnnn XY   

2000000391000
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

 

Illustration 5: 

 

The Substitution of the linear transformations 

,hux  ,huy  )25(...0 hu  

in (1) leads to the pell equation 

)26(...)102(2 222  huz  

which is solvable only for special values .h .  For example, considering the value h to be 

1 in (26), one obtains the negative pell equation 

)27(...82 22  uz  

whose smallest negative integer solution is ,20 u 00 z  

To obtain the other solutions to (27) consider the pell equation 

)28(...12 22  uz  
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whose smallest positive integer solution is )3,2()~,~( 00 zu  

If )~,~( nn zu  represents the general solutions of (28), then it is given by  

,
22

1~
nn gu  nn fz

2

1~ 
 

where 

11 )223()223(   nn

nf  

11 )223()223(   nn

ng  

Applying the Brahmagupta lemma between ),( 00 zu  and )~,~( nn zu , we have 

,1 nn fu   

nn gz 21   

In view of (25), 

,11  nn fx  

11  nn fy  

The above values of 111 ,,  nnn zyx represents the general solutions to (1). 

The recurrence relations satisfied by 111 ,,  nnn yxz  are given by 

)29(...,...2,1,0,1,06 321   nzzz nnn

)30(...,...2,1,0,1,46 321   nxxx nnn

)31(...,...2,1,0,1,46 321   nyyy nnn

 Some numerical examples satisfying (1) for 1h are given in Table 5 below: 

Table 5: Numerical examples 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Observations: 

1. All the values 1nz areeven, where as the values of 11 ,  nn yx  are odd. 

2. )8(mod01 nz when ,...3,2,1,0n  

3. A few interesting relations among the solutions: 

 032 121   nnn uuz  

 01712 131   nnn uuz  

 

n  1nz  1nx
 1ny

 1nu
 

-1 0 3 1 2 

0 8 7 5 6 

1 48 35 33 34 

2 280 199 197 198 

3 1632 1155 1153 1154 

4 9512 6727 6725 6726 

5 55440 39203 39201 39202 
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4. Expressions representing Nasty Numbers: 

  126 22 nu  

  12636 4232   nn uu  

5. Expressions representing Cubical Integers:  

  133 3   nn uu  

  325343 3186   nnnn uuuu  

6. Expressions representing Bi-Quadratic Integers:  

  64 2244   nn uu  

  64246 42326454   nnnn uuuu  

7. Expressions representing Quintic Integers: 

  13355 105   nnn uuu  

  3253437565 10605306   nnnnnn uuuuuu  

8. Employing linear combinations solutions, one obtains integer solutions to 

different choices of Hyperbolas: 

Choice 1: 

Let   121 3, nnnnn uuXuY  

328
22
 nn XY , a hyperbola. 

Choice 2: 

Let   131 17, nnnnn uuXuY  

1152288
22
 nn XY , hyperbola. 

9. Employing linear combinations solutions, one obtains integer solutionsto 

different choices of Parabolas: 

Choice 1: 

 Let   1222 3, nnnnn uuXuY  

168
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

Choice 2: 

Let   1322 17, nnnnn uuXuY  

576288
2
 nn XY , a parabola. 

Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have presented different patterns of non-homogeneous ternary quadratic 

diophantine equation.  In conclusion, one may search for non-zero distinct integer 

solutions to other choices of homogeneous or non-homogeneous ternary quadratic 

diophantine equations along with their corresponding properties. 
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